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Pushcart Prize XIX
The Seneca Review
A yearly anthology of fiction, essays and poetry from the small presses chosen by
writers.

The Pushcart Prize XXX
Collection of short stories, poems, and essays.

The Pushcart Prize XX
“The spirit of a rural town during China's Cultural Revolution is captured” in this
Flannery O’Connor Award-winning short story collection (Publishers Weekly). The
acclaimed poet Ha Jin was raised in China and emigrated to the United States after
the Tiananmen Square massacre in 1989. In Under the Red Flag, he writes about
loss and moral deterioration with the keen sense of a survivor. His stories examine
life in the bleak rural town of Dismount Fort, where privacy is nonexistent and
paranoia rules as neighbor turns against neighbor, husband turns against wife,
state turns against individual, history turns against humanity. In "A Man-to-Be," an
engaged militiaman participates in a gang rape, but finds himself impotent when
he looks into the eyes of the victim. His fiancee's family breaks off the
engagement, not because of the rape, but because they doubt his virility. In
"Winds and Clouds over a Funeral," a Communist leader disobeys his mother's last
wish for burial to keep his good standing in the party, but his enemies bring him
down for being a bad son. "In Broad Daylight" is the story of the public humiliation
of a woman accused of being a whore. Her dignified defiance is gradually stripped
away as she is dragged through the streets, cursed and spat upon by strangers
and family alike.

The Pushcart Prize XXIX
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Chosen as a Best Book of the Year by Publishers Weekly, a finalist for the National
Book Award traces the adventurous fantasy life of a bookish spinster and New York
civil servant. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.

1999 Pushcart Prize Xxiii
A collection of short stories, essays, and poems, culled from small presses and
literary journals.

Asian American Short Story Writers
Ha Jin
A collection of short stories, essays, and poems, culled from small presses and
literary journals

The Pushcart Prize, XXII
A collection of short stories, essays, and poems, culled from small presses and
literary journals

Critique of Black Reason
This encyclopedia features an informative introduction that surveys the history of
the short story in the United States, interprets the current literary landscape, and
points to new and future trends. --from publisher description.

In Broad Daylight
Recounts the true story of the murder of Ken Rex McElroy, a man who had
terrorized and bullied the citizens of Skidmore, Missouri, and whose killer is still
protected by a code of silence.

Confronting Discrimination and Inequality in China
This book considers urban development in China, highlighting links between
China’s history and civilization and the rapid evolution of its urban forms. It
explores the early days of urban dwelling in China, progressing to an analysis of
residential environments in the industrial age. It also examines China’s modern
and postmodern architecture, considered as derivative or lacking spiritual meaning
or personality, and showcases how China's traditional culture underpins the
emergence of China’s modern cities. Focusing on the notion of “courtyard spirit” in
China, it offers a study of the urban public squares central to Chinese society, and
examines the disruption of the traditional Square model and the rise and growth of
new architectural models.

The Cook's Quotation Book
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The King of Lies
Witness
The beloved debut novel about an affluent Indian family forever changed by one
fateful day in 1969, from the author of The Ministry of Utmost Happiness NEW
YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • MAN BOOKER PRIZE WINNER Compared favorably to
the works of Faulkner and Dickens, Arundhati Roy’s modern classic is equal parts
powerful family saga, forbidden love story, and piercing political drama. The sevenyear-old twins Estha and Rahel see their world shaken irrevocably by the arrival of
their beautiful young cousin, Sophie. It is an event that will lead to an illicit liaison
and tragedies accidental and intentional, exposing “big things [that] lurk unsaid” in
a country drifting dangerously toward unrest. Lush, lyrical, and unnerving, The God
of Small Things is an award-winning landmark that started for its author an
esteemed career of fiction and political commentary that continues unabated.

Short Story Index
From the remarkable Ha Jin, winner of the National Book Award for his celebrated
novel Waiting, a collection of comical and deeply moving tales of contemporary
China that are as warm and human as they are surprising, disturbing, and
delightful. In the title story, the head of security at a factory is shocked, first when
the hansomest worker on the floor proposes marriage to his homely adopted
daughter, and again when his new son-in-law is arrested for the "crime" of
homosexuality. In "After Cowboy Chicken Came to Town," the workers at an
American-style fast food franchise receive a hilarious crash course in marketing,
deep frying, and that frustrating capitalist dictum, "the customer is always
right."Ha Jin has triumphed again with his unforgettable storytelling in The
Bridegroom.

2000 Pushcart Prize Xxiv
As a teenager during China's Cultural Revolution, Ha Jin served as an uneducated
soldier in the People's Liberation Army. Thirty years later, a resident of the United
States, he won the National Book Award for his novel Waiting, completing a
trajectory that has established him as one of the most admired exemplars of world
literature. Ha Jin's journey raises rich and fascinating questions about language,
migration, and the place of literature in a rapidly globalizing world - - questions
that take center stage in The Writer as Migrant, his first work of nonfiction.
Consisting of three interconnected essays, this book sets Ha Jin's own work and life
alongside those of other literary exiles, creating a conversation across cultures and
between eras. He employs the cases of Alexander Solzhenitsyn and Chinese
novelist Lin Yutang to illustrate the obligation a writer feels to the land of his birth,
while Joseph Conrad and Vladimir Nabokov - - who, like Ha Jin, adopted English for
their writing - - are enlisted to explore a migrant author's conscious choice of a
literary language. A final essay draws on V.S. Naipaul and Milan Kundera to
consider the ways in which our era of perpetual change forces a migrant writer to
reconceptualize the very idea of home. Throughout, Jin brings other celebrated
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writers into the conversation as well, including W.G. Sebald, C.P. Cavafy, and
Salman Rushdie - - refracting and refining the very idea of a literature of migration.
Simultaneously a reflection on a crucial theme and a fascinating glimpse at the
writers who compose Ha Jin's mental library, The Writer as Migrant is a work of
passionately engaged criticism, one rooted in departures but feeling like a new
arrival.

Pushcart Prize XXVII
In Mark Twain's classic tale of friendship and adventure, Huckleberry Finn escapes
his evil, drunken father, befriends a runaway slave named Jim, and sails the
Mississippi River! As Huck and Jim sail to freedom, they encounter con men and
thieves and get in plenty of trouble along the way. Follow Huck's coming-of-age
journey in the Calico Illustrated Classics adaptation of Twain's The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn. Calico Chapter Books is an imprint of Magic Wagon, a division of
ABDO Group. Grades 3-8.

An Urban History of China
Presents nationally known writers, as well as new talent, and highlights the role of
the modern writer as witness.

Pushcart Prize XXIX
In his first book of stories since The Bridegroom, National Book Award-winning
author Ha Jin gives us a collection that delves into the experience of Chinese
immigrants in America. A lonely composer takes comfort in the antics of his
girlfriend's parakeet; young children decide to change their names so they might
sound more "American," unaware of how deeply this will hurt their grandparents; a
Chinese professor of English attempts to defect with the help of a reluctant former
student. All of Ha Jin's characters struggle to remain loyal to their homeland and its
traditions while also exploring the freedom that life in a new country offers. Stark,
deeply moving, acutely insightful, and often strikingly humorous, A Good Fall
reminds us once again of the storytelling prowess of this superb writer. From the
Trade Paperback edition.

The Puttermesser Papers
A collection of short stories, essays, and poems, culled from small presses and
literary journals.

Daily Report
Steer Toward Rock
Looks a the life and works of forty-nine Asian American short story writers.

The Pushcart Prize XXXI
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A collection of more than sixty stories, essays, and poems from small magazines
and presses features the collective contributions of such editors as Philip Levine,
Joyce Carol Oates, and Stephen Dunn. Simultaneous.

Seneca Review
"The woman I loved wasn't in love with me; the woman I married wasn't a wife to
me. Ilin Cheung was my wife on paper. In deed, she belonged to Yi-Tung Szeto. In
debt, I also belonged to him. He was my father, paper too." Steer Toward Rock, Fae
Myenne Ng's heartbreaking novel of unrequited love, tells the story of the only
bachelor butcher at the Universal Market in San Francisco. Jack Moon Szeto--that
was the name he bought, the name he made his life by--serves the lonely grass
widows whose absentee husbands work the farmlands in the Central Valley. A man
who knows that the body is the only truth, Jack attends to more than just their
weekly orders of lamb or beef. But it is the free-spirited, American-born Joice Qwan
with whom Jack falls in love. A woman whose life is guided by more than simple
pain, Joice hands out towels at the Underground Bathhouse and sells tickets at the
Great Star Theatre; her mother cleans corpses. Joice wants romance and she wants
to escape Chinatown, but Jack knows that she is his ghost of love, better chased
than caught. It is the 1960s and while the world is on the edge of an exciting
future, Jack has not one grain of choice in his life. When his paper wife arrives from
China he is forced to fulfill the last part of his contract and to stand before the law
with the woman who is to serve as mistress to his fake father. Jack has inherited a
cruel cultural legacy. A man with no claim to the past, his only hope is to make a
new story for himself, one that includes both Joice and America. Not since Bone,
Fae Myenne Ng's highly praised debut novel, has a work so eloquently revealed the
complex loyalties of Chinese America. Steer Toward Rock is the story of a man who
chooses love over the law, illuminating a part of U.S. history few are aware of, but
one that has had echoing effects for generations.

The Norton Introduction to Literature
If you have Voices you'd better listen to them Flannery O'Connor once said. Since
1982 the University of Georgia Press has published the winners of the Flannery
O'Connor Award for Short Fiction, one of the country's most prestigious literary
awards. Now celebrating its fifteenth year, the award continues to introduce some
of the most exciting new voices in fiction writing today. Listening to the Voices is a
dazzling collection of stories from the most recent winners of the award.

A Good Fall
Ha Jin is a contemporary Chinese American poet and novelist who is most
commonly associated with the Misty Poetry movement. His contributions to the
world of fiction have been awarded with such honors as the National Book Award
and the Townsend Prize for Fiction. This Guggenheim Fellow was a young child in
China under communist rule and was only 14 years old when he became a member
of the People�s Liberation Army. In this riveting book about this celebrated author,
critical analysis of his works are presented. Your readers will engage deeply with
this volume by learning how to identify themes, analyze how elements in the text
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interact, and how to identify the informational context behind the fictional
treatment Jin uses with his chosen words.

The Writer as Migrant
An annual collection of more than sixty of the prior year's top selected short
stories, essays, and poems as published in literary magazines and small presses is
complemented by an index to the series and a listing of hundreds of outstanding
presses and authors. Simultaneous.

The American Humanities Index
Confronting Discrimination and Inequality in China focuses on the most challenging
areas of discrimination and inequality in China, including discrimination faced by
HIV/AIDS afflicted individuals, rural populations, migrant workers, women, people
with disabilities, and ethnic minorities. The Canadian contributors offer rich
regional, national, and international perspectives on how constitutions, laws,
policies, and practices, both in Canada and in other parts of the world, battle
discrimination and the conflicts that rise out of it. The Chinese contributors include
some of the most independent-minded scholars and practitioners in China. Their
assessments of the challenges facing China in the areas of discrimination and
inequality not only attest to their personal courage and intellectual freedom but
also add an important perspective on this emerging superpower.

Companion to Literature
2004 Pushcart Prize Xxviii
A yearly anthology of fiction, essays and poetry from the small presses chosen by
writers.

Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
Now in its twenty-third year, The Pushcart Prize is one of the grand monuments of
the American literary scene, yet it never fails to surprise, provoke, and delight
readers. The short stories, essays, and poems are selected from literary magazines
and small presses across the country, and represent the most exciting and
innovative writing in America today. In the best Pushcart tradition, this fascinating
volume combines the work of today's luminaries with a host of new talents,
creating a wholly original amalgam of diverse voices--"an anthology of literature to
nourish the human spirit" (Milwaukee Journal). The most honored literary series in
America, The Pushcart Prize has won the Carey-Thomas Award, has been selected
several times as a notable book of the year by the New York Times Book Review,
and has been chosen for many Book-of-the-Month Club and QPB selections.
Recently, Pushcart Press and its Prize were named among "the most influential in
the development of the American book business over the past 125 years" by
Publishers Weekly.
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The Pushcart prize 2001 XXV
The 1997 Pushcart Prize Xxi
A collection of short stories, essays, and poems, culled from small presses and
literary journals

Listening to the Voices
In Critique of Black Reason eminent critic Achille Mbembe offers a capacious
genealogy of the category of Blackness—from the Atlantic slave trade to the
present—to critically reevaluate history, racism, and the future of humanity.
Mbembe teases out the intellectual consequences of the reality that Europe is no
longer the world's center of gravity while mapping the relations among colonialism,
slavery, and contemporary financial and extractive capital. Tracing the conjunction
of Blackness with the biological fiction of race, he theorizes Black reason as the
collection of discourses and practices that equated Blackness with the nonhuman
in order to uphold forms of oppression. Mbembe powerfully argues that this
equation of Blackness with the nonhuman will serve as the template for all new
forms of exclusion. With Critique of Black Reason, Mbembe offers nothing less than
a map of the world as it has been constituted through colonialism and racial
thinking while providing the first glimpses of a more just future.

American Book Publishing Record
A collection of short stories, essays, and poems, culled from small presses and
literary journals

The Bridegroom
A collection of short stories, essays, and poems, culled from small presses and
literary journals

Under the Red Flag
John Hart creates a literary thriller that is as suspenseful as it is poignant, a
riveting murder mystery layered beneath the southern drawl of a humble North
Carolina lawyer. When Work Pickens finds his father murdered, the investigation
pushes a repressed family history to the surface and he sees his own carefully
constructed façade begin to crack. Work's troubled sister, her combative girlfriend,
his gold digging socialite wife, and an unrequited lifelong love join a cast of small
town characters that create no shortage of drama in this extraordinary, fast-paced
suspense novel. Hart's mastery of prose and plot belie his newcomer status as he
explores the true heart of a man. An illuminating anatomy of a murder and the
ripple effect it produces within a family and a community, The King of Lies is a
stunning debut. Now with an excerpt from John Hart's next book The Hush,
available February 2018.
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The God of Small Things
Develop close readers and confident writers--at an affordable price.

2001 Pushcart Prize XXV
Presents an outstanding new collection of more than sixty short stories, essays,
and poetry, representing the best in new writing from the small and independent
presses.
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